
Life skills- Suitable clothing

Choose one or more of the following activities to complete: (you can use the temperature clothing guide)

Answer the questions about suitable clothes.

With someone at home or in your bubble, interview them.

Choose the items you think best for the weather.

Clothes and fashion questionnaire

Match the suitable outfit to the weather

What should they wear?



Hot

Freezing

Chilly

Warm

Jumpers, trousers, tights, Winter jacket, warm hat,

gloves, scarf, boots

Light jacket or cardigan, t-shirt, trainers or shoes, light

trousers or jeans

Shorts, t-shirt, sun hat, sunglasses, skirt, dress,, sandalsTemperature Clothing Guide

Jumper, trousers, jacket, long sleeve top



Temperature Clothing Guide

You also need to see if it is raining and need a waterproof coat, waterproof

trousers, umbrella and welly boots.

If it is windy you will need to dress warmly.



What should they wear?

1. Your friend Adam is going to play outside in the snow. The temperature

is 0. What items are suitable?

Answer the questions about suitable clothes



What should they wear?

2. Lucia is walking her dog in the middle of October. It is chilly and rained

yesterday, What items are suitable?

3. Michael is having a birthday celebration outside this July. The weather looks

hot! What items are suitable?



1.

What should they wear? (ANSWERS)

2.

3.



Clothes and Fashion questionnaire

Describe your favourite item of clothing?

What items of clothing do you dislike wearing?

What would be a good outfit to wear if you worked at reception?

How about if you were working outside in our rural skills area?



Clothes and Fashion questionnaire

What do you usually wear for sports activities? Why do you choose these clothes?

What colours do you like to wear? What colours work well together? Are

there any colours of clothes you don't like together?

How do you choose what to wear each day?



shorts sun hat sunglasses

jeans or light trousers
cardigan light jacket

jumper
jeans or warm trousers

trainers

winter jacket gloves winter hat

bring an umbrella waterproof trousers welly boots

t-shirt

t-shirt

long sleeve top

boots

raincoat

Match the suitable outfit to the weather
cut out and mix up the symbols on this page



Match the symbols on the previous page and create a suitable outfit for the weather

Hot

Warm

Chilly

Freezing

Chilly and raining



shorts sun hat sunglasses

jeans or light trousers
cardigan light jacket

jumper
jeans or warm trousers

trainers

winter jacket gloves winter hat

bring an umbrella waterproof trousers welly boots

t-shirt

t-shirt

long sleeve top

boots

raincoat

Hot

Warm

Chilly

Freezing

Chilly and Raining

Match the suitable outfit to the weather
Answers


